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6=COM(common) 5=NC(normally closed)
4=NA(normmally open). The connection is
valid for a not powered relay. The terminals
are voltage free.

The detector's optical head must be connected to the
detecting unit as indicated in fig. 5 using a shielded
cable containing two conductors and a shield
conductor A FTP Level 5 (4x2xAWG24) shielded
cable is suggested. The opical head can be installed
up to 250m away from the detector.

7 - The JP4 jumper (fig. 3) permits, depending on the
position, the functioning with normally powered or
normally not powered relay . So:

1-2 position = powered relay
2-3 position = not powered relay

Once the working mode is selected, the connection
of the output relay contact has to be done correctly.

8 - The FL20BA/BI detector has two adjustable
parameters (see fig. 3):
- sensitivity regulation
- alarm delay regulation
As the detector is provided with two sensors working
on different wavelenghts and with two indipendent
detection circuits, both the sensitivity regulation and
the alarm delay regulation are doubled. So when an
adjustment of one of these two parameters is desired,
a double regulation has to be done:
- trimmers P1 and P3 for sesitivity
- trimmers P2 and P4 for alarm delay
Trimmers P1 and P2 are relative to the detection circuit
of sensor 1, trimmers P3 and P4 are relative to the
detection circuit of sensor 2.

      FL20BA/BI Flame Detector

The FL20BA/BI Flame Detector is able to detect
a flame produced inside its viewing range in a few
seconds. Its installation is very simple and can be done
in a few minutes. To obtain the best results we suggest
to read the instructions below completely and to follow
the procedures described carefully .

1 - The FL20BA/BI reacts with great sensitivity
to  infrared radiations emitted by an adequately
powerful source located in its viewing range. The
lone infrared radiation emittion in not sufficient to
cause an alarm. In fact it is necessary that the
emission is perturbated like the flame's one. If on
the contrary the infrared source is constant, for
example like the emission of an radiator, the
detector ignores it.

2 - The device must be installed on a wall or on the
ceiling. Normally, to surveil goods located on the floor,
the ceiling installation is suggested. The installing must
be done carefully following  the rules outlined in the
norms about explosion dangerous environments (CEI
64-2).

3 - The installation height is relative to the area to be
protected considering that the detector's viewing range
is about 120° and that the maximum distance for flame
detection (for a 20 cm hight petrol generated flame
with a target of 20 x 20 cm) it's  20 m. The fig. 1 e 2
diagrams indicate the diameter and the covered area
related to the installation height.

4 - To install the cables it is suggested to use the
marked breakable zones on the lateral surfaces of
the device.

5 - Select the power supply voltafe using the JP3
jumper, 12 V dc (contact 2-3) or 24 V dc (contact
1-2).

6 - Connect the terminal blocks with a shielded cable
as follows:
- 1 - positive pole of the power supply (+)
- 2 - negative pole of the power supply(-)
- 3 - connect to the cable for remote test button
- 4-5-6 - alarm relay mode switch.
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If the above regulations are performed it's good to
adjust the trimmers of the two circuits simmetrically.
For example if the sensitivity of circuit  1 ( P1 ) is
regulated to half scale, it would be good to regulate
to half scale the sensitivity of circuit 2 also( P3 ).
Normally the detector is set in our factory to the maximum
sensitivity and with an alarm delay of 10seconds.
If the area to be protected is larger than the maximum
coverable area of the detector, it would be also be good
to reduce the sensitivity. In this way a better false alarm
immunity is obtained. The optimum alarm delay is about
10-12 seconds.

9 - Once that the installing and the adjusting
operations are done you can go on with the working
test(if permitted by the environmental conditions).
In this case, after power supplying the device, it is
necessary to produce, with petrol, a 20 cm high flame
on a 20 x 20 cm base and positioned at the maximum
distance indicated for the detector. After a 10-12 sec.
delay an alarm should be generated.
This test must be conducted under high surveillance.

10 - The FL20BA/BI is provided with a remote
test circuit.
To use this feature it is necessary to connect a cable
to terminal 3. Then connect a button (normally open
contact) between this cable and the negative pole of
the power supply (see fig. 4).
By pressing the button the internal test circuit that
simulates a flame is activated and after the alarm delay,
the detector gives out an alarm.

11 - If some false alarms takes place, verify if there is
any perturbating element in the environment (see point
1) and eventually adjust the sensitivity and the alarm
relay levels.

12 - The FL20BA/BI detector can work with only
one of the circuits described in point 7. To activate
or deactivate  a circuit it's necessary to use JP1
and JP2 jumpers. In the 1-2 position the jumper
deactivates the circuit, in the 2-3 position the
jumper activates the circuit. In case of false alarms,
as the two circuits work on different wavelenghts,
it is possible to deactivate the circuit for a brief
period to get the dector to be not sensible to
eventual perturbating elements.

13 - Important installation rules

13.1 - Avoid the detector's direct view of the sun
light (for example from a window). The sun is a
powerful infrared radiation source and if this sorce
is somehow "modulated" by some element, like
for example a curtain moved by the wind in front
of a window, it can cause false alarms.

13.2 - Avoid the detector's direct view of incandescent
lamps mounted on the ceiling that can oscillate (the
oscillation produces a modulation of the infrared
radiations emitted by the lamps)

13.3 - Avoid the detector's view of any other infrared
source that can be somehow modulated by any
environmental condition. However consider that, for
the detector to give out an alarm, it is necessary that
the infrared source remains active for a time equal to
the alarm delay time(8 - 10 sec. depending on the
regulation). So short time modulated infrared radiation
will not cause an alarm.

14 - Maintenance

The detector has to be tested periodically.
If the detector has a test button, as indicated in point
10, the Working Test is very easy and quick. If not, it
is necessary to perform the test using a real flame as
decribed in point 9.
It is suggested to periodically clean the viewing
window of the optical head. In fact an excessive
quantity of dirt can lower the detector's sensitivity and
its overall performance.
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Fig. 2

Fig. 1

TECHNICAL DATA

• power supply: 12 V dc  or 24 V dc
• power consumption: 18 mA
• protection against polarity inversion
• max flame detection distance: 20 m (target flame

20x20 cm - height 20 cm)
• optical viewing angle: 120 degrees
• internal sensitivity regulation

• alarm relay activation delay: between 10 - 20 sec.
• remote working test terminals
• output relay: 1 A/ 24 V dc
• autoextinguishing policarbonate box class V0 (UL

94 - IEC 695 norms)
• IP 65 protection (IEC 529-144)
• dimensions: 247x146x114 mm
• weight: 300 gr.(detecting unit)
• weight: 400 gr.(optical head)
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Fig. 3

INTERNAL DETECTOR'S VIEW
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Fig. 4

NOTE- To do the remote working test it is necessary to keep the button pushed for a time that equals the
alarm delay. The delay is adjustable between 10 and 20 sec.

ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS DIAGRAM
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ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS DIAGRAM
DETECTING UNIT-OPTICAL HEAD

Fig. 5

vers. 001 - 31082010 - by P2

The technical informations of this document have been  carefully taken into account and they
can be considered reliable.
In any case the EDS Company is not responsable for any eventual inaccuracy and reserves
the right to make changes in any part of this document and/or products, to improve their
quality, reability or design.
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We suggest to use FTP cable Level5
- 4x2xAWG24

Optical Head
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Internal shield

CONNECTORS
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ANALYZER

MALE CONNECTOR TO BE CONNECTED TO THE
ANALYZER WITH A SHIELDED CABLE

All the shields must be connected to pin7
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P1 = sets the amplification of sensor A (max path lenght)
P2 = sets the alarm delay of sensor A (10" fully counter clockwise and 20" fully clockwise)
JP1 = activates sensor A (position 2-3) or deactivates sensor A (position 1-2)
DL2 = signalling led for sensor A (on=sensor A alarm)

P3 = sets the amplification of sensor B (max path lenght)
P4 = sets the alarm delay of sensor B (10" fully counter clockwise and 20" fully clockwise)
JP2 = activates sensor B (position 2-3) or deactivates sensor B (position 1-2)
DL3 = signalling led for sensor B (on=sensor B alarm)

DL1 = alarm led (on=detector alarm)
JP3 = power supply selector 24V (position 1-2) or 12V (position2-3)
JP4 = alarm relay working mode selector (position 1-2 energized, posizione 2-3 not energized)

TERMINAL BOARD DESCRIPTION

1 = power supply + (12V or 24V)
2 = power supply -
3 = test (active if shorted to the power supply -)
4 = normally open alarm realy contact (with JP4 in 2-3 position)
5 = normally closed alarm realy contact (with JP4 in 2-3 position)
6 = common terminal of alarm relay

INTERNAL ELEMENTS DESCRIPTION

NO

The technical informations of this document have been  carefully taken into account and they can be considered reliable.
In any case the EDS Company is not responsable for any eventual inaccuracy and reserves the right to make changes in any part of this document
and/or products, to improve their quality, reability or design.
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49 mm
M4

49mm
M4

Optical Head Mounting Holes


